
#BUILDINGHOME

A PEER TO PEER FUNDRAISING CAMPAIGN



Participants can
create their

custom pages
before the event

begins.

10/05/2020
PARTICIPANT

PAGES

 Donations can
now be collected

and pages
shared to social

media.

10/09/2020
FUNDRAISING

BEGINS

Donations can
no longer be

made through
the campaign.

12/01/2020
FUNDRAISING

ENDS

Access to the
participant

pages will close
and the event

will end.

12/04/2020
PARTICIPANT
PAGES CLOSE

T I M E L I N ET I M E L I N E



CREATING YOUR
PARTICIPANT PAGE

Sign up in a few easy steps.SIGN UP

Check your email and follow the

link to confirm your account.

Name your page and choose a

theme

Add images, or post an update

Use the dashboard to email your

friends and share your page

across social media.
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PROFILE
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SHARE WITH
FRIENDS & FAMILY
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CUSTOMIZE YOUR
PAGE



CREATING YOUR ACCOUNT

Visit the #BuildingHome Portal at

https://app.donorview.com/emL9M and

choose SIGN UP. Enter your name, contact

information and choose a password. Confirm

you're not a malicious robot and then click

SIGN UP at the bottom of the screen. If

everything went as planned, you'll receive a

CONGRATULATIONS message.
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CONFIRM YOUR ACCOUNT

Check your email! You should see a

welcome message from Chipola Area Habitat

for Humanity with a link to confirm your

account. Click the link, then select Login
from the confirmation screen.
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CONFIRM YOURCONFIRM YOUR
ACCOUNTACCOUNT
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Enter your email address and password, then click

SIGN IN. This will log you into the peer to peer

campaign portal.

Your customized dashboard will allow you to control

your fundraising page and track the amount of

funds you (and your team) have raised.

LOG IN TO YOURLOG IN TO YOUR
ACCOUNTACCOUNT

LOG IN TO YOUR NEW ACCOUNT
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COMPLETE YOURCOMPLETE YOUR
PROFILE: SETUPPROFILE: SETUP

The first step to
completing your profile
is to choose a name for
your page and add a
fundraising goal. This
goal can be any dollar
amount you choose.
Click save to confirm
your choices and wait
for the page to refresh.

The Dashboard

Choose your Page Name and Fundaraising Goal (in dollars).
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COMPLETE YOURCOMPLETE YOUR
PROFILE: DASHBOARDPROFILE: DASHBOARD

The dashboard will
now have new options
available for you,
including Color Theme
choices and a page
preview (you may have
to scroll down to see
the preview).

The Dashboard

Scroll down to preview your fundraising page!
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COMPLETE YOURCOMPLETE YOUR
PROFILE: THEMEPROFILE: THEME

Choose a color theme and then check
the preview to see if you like the look.
There are many themes to choose from;
pictured here are the Default theme and
the Mint Green theme.

Personalization: Color Theme

NOTE: 

If you receive an error message while customizing

your profile, please exit the system and log back in.



CUSTOMIZE YOURCUSTOMIZE YOUR
PAGE: IMAGESPAGE: IMAGES

Selecting GALLERY
from the menu on the
left will allow you to
select a profile image
and add photographs
to your page.

Choosing Images:

Add a personal photo

Add an avatar
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Selecting MY UPDATES from
the menu on the left will
allow you to write and share
personal messages to the
UPDATES section of your
page. Published updates
can be  edited  by selecting
the MY UPDATES tab.

Personalization:

Posting Updates

Publish your update

Click to open text editor

CUSTOMIZE YOURCUSTOMIZE YOUR
PAGE: UPDATESPAGE: UPDATES
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Selecting MY TEAM from the menu
on the left gives you the  ablity to
create your own fundraising team
or join an existing one. Enter a
name for your team and choose a
group fundraising goal in dollars.
After inputing this information, the
MY TEAM menu will enable the
team dashboard seen here.

Personalization: Creating Teams Click to oen text editor

CUSTOMIZE YOURCUSTOMIZE YOUR
PAGE: TEAMSPAGE: TEAMS
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Email can be sent from your dashboard in

two ways. First, you can send personalized

email to either a single email address or a

list. Simply click SEND EMAIL in the left

menu and it will bring up a text editor. Note

that all emails entered will receive the

email as a "Blind Carbon Copy" to prevent

recipients from seeing anyone else's email

address.

Sending Personal Emails Click to oen text editor

SHARE YOUR PAGE:SHARE YOUR PAGE:
PERSONAL EMAILSPERSONAL EMAILS



You can also email all members of

your team from your MY TEAM page

by choosing SEND EMAIL, which is

located next to the EXPORT TO

EXCEL option. Clicking SEND EMAIL

will bring up a standard text editor.

SHARE YOUR PAGE:SHARE YOUR PAGE:
TEAM EMAILSTEAM EMAILS
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Sending Team Emails Click to oen text editorSend your team an email!
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Click to oen text editor

When you've personalized your

page and have it just the way

you want it, it's time to share!

You'll find the link to your page

on the main dashboard page

(MY PROFILE). Simply copy and

share to your favorite social

media network!

SHARE YOUR PAGE:SHARE YOUR PAGE:
SOCIAL MEDIASOCIAL MEDIA

Sharing Your Page

Share your page online!



ACCOUNT INFORMATIONACCESSING PAGES

While pages can be created and

personalized prior to the launch of the

fundraiser, they will not be accessible 

to the public until the official start date of

October 1st.

Account information can be found by

clicking on the down arrow next to your

name at the top right side of the dashboard.

FINAL NOTESFINAL NOTES
GET SOCIAL AND HAVE FUN!!GET SOCIAL AND HAVE FUN!!


